GEMS -
Gradually Evolving and Mastering Sensation

Dr Elizabeth Thompson and Geoff Johnson want to support your Post-graduate Homoeopathy Development! Bringing a wealth of homeopathic experience, they believe that every case that goes well and supports health creation is a GEM! For those who are inspired by Homoeopathy, the learning process never ends, but learning in isolation is not half as much fun as in a supportive environment with like-minded people. As well as building on your fundamental knowledge of remedies, we would like to teach you how to feel confident about choosing a new remedy that you have never prescribed before, by improving your case taking and case analysis skills and connecting you to new teaching that is emerging all the time.

NCIM supports a growing movement for change in healthcare, combining conventional, lifestyle and holistic approaches to improve health and wellbeing.

NCIM is a Community Interest Company (08529099)
The GEMS dates for 2020-2021 are as follows:

- Friday 6 November 2020
- Friday 11 December 2020
- Friday 29 January 2021
- Friday 5 March 2021
- Friday 14 May 2021

The programme for **Friday 6 November** is as follows:

- 9.30 - 10.45am **Session 1: Introduction to Sankaran’s Levels**
  Dr Elizabeth Thompson
- 10.45 - 11.15am Break
- 11.15 - 12.30 pm **Session 2: Clinical cases to demonstrate concepts**
  Dr Elizabeth Thompson
- 12.30 - 1.30 pm Lunch
- 1.30 - 2.45 pm **Session 3: Bringing your cases**
  Geoff Johnson
- 2.45 - 3.15 pm Break
- 3.15 - 4.30 pm **Session 4: Clinical Cases to demonstrate concepts**
  Geoff Johnson

Elizabeth and Geoff will alternate the morning and afternoon sessions throughout the five study days.

These sessions are interactive, and we will be asking you to submit your own cases for Session 3 of the day. Case based information is drawn from teachers across the world, including Michal Yakir, Massimo Mangialavori, Scholten, Jonathon Shore and others. The style of case taking is influenced by Rajan Sankaran’s System, which both Elizabeth and Geoff have been studying and using for several years in their own practices. Their experience has been that in giving us a map of the territory, Sankaran’s levels have made the case taking process more therapeutic for the patient, case analysis easier and more interesting, and has improved their results. Understanding the Sensation of the case makes the remedy choice much clearer.
The first session of each GEMS day will focus on understanding and mastering the Sensation method - perfect for anyone new to this homeopathic approach, who would like to broaden their understanding of homeopathic prescribing and build on their existing knowledge.

The programme for the five sessions is as follows:

- Day 1 - Levels
- Day 2 - Kingdoms
- Day 3 - Miasms
- Day 4 - Connecting to other teachers (Scholten, Yakir, Mangialavori)
- Day 5 - Bringing the systems together.

We hope you can join us, especially as we are now online, and we hope to grow an international community! For anyone joining from different time zones, we can make recordings available to watch at a later date.

Cost

- £50 for each GEMS day
  Book all five dates for £220.
- £40 for each GEMS day for member of the NCIM Integrative Health and Scientific Network. Join here www.ncim.org.uk/membership.
  Book all five for £190.

Payments can be made on our website, via BACS or by card over the phone.

For bookings and enquiries please contact education@ncim.org.uk / (+44) 0117 - 973 8035.